
3. Workshop on Design Thinking, Critical Thinking and 

Innovation Design – Boot Camp  – Rover & Ranger 2 Days 

Camp 

 

2 Days Camp Organized by MAIC Rover Crew and Ranger Team  

MAIC Rover Crew and Ranger Team, Maharaja Agrasen International College 

(IQAC) in collaboration with Institute Innovation Council (IIC), PRSU Raipur had 

organized a 2 Days Camp in MAIC Campus. 

Shri Satyanarayan Sharma (National Vice President Bharat Scout Side) and 

Former Minister of Government of Chhattisgarh and Chairman Mr. Rajesh 

Agrawal were present as the Chief Guest. Rover Ranger has been running the 

camp with its diversity for the last 10 years and is presenting different artistic 

structures along with various activities. In this way one can also see the Indian 

cultural heritage through the camp.  

On the first day of the camp, Mr. G. Swamy, Raipur District President, Scouts and 

Guide was present. Rover Ranger students were divided into teams which included 

Team Chandrashekhar Azad, Lakshmi Bai, Chhatrapati Shivaji and Ahilya Bai. 

They presented the royal tradition by preparing different dishes and food with 

unity. Students also rallied highlighting “Jan Jaagrukta”.  

The second day of the camp started with an all-religion prayer meeting in the 

morning after which the students of Rover Ranger presented beautiful scenes of 

different cultures of the country in the college grounds along with the rural 

foreigner who had a farm as his companion, the rural foreigner who had a farm, 

well, temple, pond, hut which they constructed from daily items. All the guests saw 

the artistic display of tent and suspension bridge. The photographs showcasing the 

achievements of Rovers and Rangers in past one year along with the model of 

Chandrayaan were the charm of the evening.    

Chief guest Mr. Satyanarayan Sharma praised the artistic performance of all the 

teams, congratulated all the children and wished for their bright future. Mr. Rajesh 

Agarwal said that like every year, this year also the enthusiasm of the students was 

immense which has left him beaming with joy. Cultural diversity was presented 

along with cultural dance of the closing ceremony. The students excelling through 

MAIC Rover Crew and Ranger Team in different fields were also awarded to 

motivate them to do much better.  

The event was successfully organized under the guidance of Principal Dr. M.S. 

Mishra as well as contribution of Rover Ranger Leader Dr. Digree Lal Patel, 

Incharge Mr. Abhijeet Chakraborty, Dr. Akanksha Dubey, Mr. Gopi Ram Sonkar, 

Ms. Neelima Nishad was important and crucial. 

 


